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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Goof afternoon My name is Fernando Silva and I came from Técnico Lisboa, the Engineering School of the University of Lisboa.During lunch time I met the previous speaker, Fernando Silva from the Univeristy of Porto. I believe that Ligia put us almost together just for fun and to increase the confusion. In fact we are not related. During lunch time, we disagreed over a couple of points, but not over the name.My presentation will deal with not with CRIS/CERIF projects itself, but with interoperability infrastrcutures that are being developed on Europe and that I believe will be relevant for CRIS/CERIF work.
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Outline  
• About Técnico Lisboa 
• Access to scientific resources 
• Authentication and eID 
• eID interoperability  

– ID Federations 
– National eID 
– European developments on eID interoperability 
– Academic and research eID interoperability 

• Authentication infrastructure at Técnico Lisboa 
• Future trends and challenges 
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
This is the outline. I will make a very short marketing overview of tecnico Lisboa, than I will introduce a couple points regrading the access to scientific resources, and then I will discuss the role of Authentication and eID in this context. I will end with a short overview of authentication infrastructure at Técnico Lisboa and I will discuss some future trends and challenges that I believe that may be relevant in the scope of CRIS systems and  CERIF.



About Técnico Lisboa 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Short marketing n+ote on
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Facts & Figures 
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
We are the Engineering school of Lisboa University. We have about 11000 Students, from which 40% are Master and PhD students, we have about 1000 Faculty and researchers and a staff of about 700. 
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Research & education areas 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Our main research and education areas are on fundamental science, applied technoly and engineering
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Graduate programmes 
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 Aerospace Engineering 
 Architecture 
 Biological Engineering 
 Biomedical Engineering 
 Biomedical Technologies 
 Chemical Engineering 
 Civil Engineering 
 Electrical and Computer Engineering  
 Engineering and Water Management 
 Environmental Engineering 
 Mechanical Engineering 
 Petroleum Engineering 
 Technological Physics Engineering 

 Bioengineering and Nanosystems 
 Biotechnology 
 Chemistry 
 Complex Transport Infrastructure Systems (w/ MIT) 
 Computer Science and Engineering 
 Construction and Rehabilitation 
 Information Systems and Computer Engineering 
 Materials Engineering 
 Mathematics and Applications 
 Mining and Geological Engineering 
 Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering 
 Pharmaceutical Engineering 
 Structural Engineering 
 Territorial Engineering 
 Transport Infrastructure Engineering 
 Transport Planning and Operation 
 Urban Studies and Territorial Management 
 Communication Networks Engineering 
 Electronics Engineering 
 Engineering and Industrial Management 
 Information Systems and Computer Engineering 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
And of course, we offer a bunch of Graduate programmes...
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 Leaders for the Technical Industries 
 Materials Engineering 
 Mathematics 
 Mechanical Engineering  
 Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering 
 Physics 
 Refining, Petrochemical and Chemical Engineering 
 River Restoration and Management 
 Statistics and Stochastic Processes 
 Sustainable Energy Systems 
 Technological Change and Entrepreneurship 
 Technological Physics Engineering 
 Territorial Engineering 
 Transportation 

 
 Aerospace Engineering 
 Architecture 
 Bioengineering 
 Biomedical Engineering 
 Biotechnology 
 Chemical Engineering 
 Chemistry 
 Civil Engineering 
 Climate Changes and Sustainable 

Development Policy 
 Computational Engineering 
 Computer Science and Engineering 
 Electrical and Computer Engineering 
 Engineering and Management 
 Engineering and Public Policy 
 Environmental Engineering 
 Geo-Resources 
 Information Security 
 Information Systems and Computer 

Engineering 
Graduate PhD 

Lifelong 

Doctoral programmes 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
And Doctoral porgrammes too.Marketing off.
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• Open data is a standard approach for 
delivering and publishing scientific data 
 
– Open data 
 + 
– Open source 

+ 
– Open access  

Access to scientific resources 
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Open 
knowledge 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
In first place, since I will be talking about authentication, let me clarify that I am active promoter of all – Open standards. OD, OS, OA are key components of Open Knowledge.  
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Authenticated access 

• User authentication is still required in the 
access to scientific resources in many real 
case scenarios 
– Legal constraints 
– Authorization constraints 
– Access auditing and monitoring 
– Other practical or functional reasons 

• Mandatory registration 
• … 
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Nevertheless, autheticated access is often a  requirement when accessing scientific resources. 
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When registration / authentication is required 

• Internal/institutional users 
– Internal users may usually provide a fairly strong 

authentication by providing local access credentials 

• External users 
– In many real cases scenarios, a simple user  registration is 

required in order to increase the confidence and user id 
reliability on data access 

– User registration is often performed adopting a simple e-mail 
authentication 

– Of course, e-mail authentication provides a quite “weak” user 
authentication for auditing and legal purposes. 
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
User registration
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Federated identity management 
• Solution for providing user authentication and access 

across organizations 
• Common practice in academic and scientific organizations 

– Infrastructures mostly built around SAML and associated 
technologies 

• Further to provide cross organization authentication, 
identity federation are an excellent solution for providing 
authenticated services to userless organizations 
– NREN services  
– Portugal: RCTSaai identity federation  
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
A common approach is federated identity management,Common approach to provide cross organization authentication, identity federation are an excellent soltuin for providing authenticated services to userless organizationNational research network services, govenamental services.Portugal: RCTSaai, the authentication method adopted by the other Fernando Silva for the access to authenticus.
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Research and education ID federations 
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Source: refeds.org 
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Research and education ID federations in Europe 
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Source: refeds.org 
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Shibboleth authentication and authorization model 
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Most federated ideintity systems rely on Shibnbolet authentication Shibollet is usualy a farily complex infrastructure built on top of a single process. When a user attempts to acess a content protected site, the web browser is diverted to a Where Are you from service, which in turns diverts authentication to the user home institution.
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eID authentication: going national 

• In the last few years, many countries started 
the integration of eID in national identity ID 
cards  
– National eID systems may be a convenient source 

of user authentication and authorization in several 
scenarios 

• Reliable underlying user authentication process 
• Strong authentication through physical security tokens 
• Support of broader authentication scenarios  

– Conventional eID federations (e. g., academic) are domain 
specific 
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
In the last few years, a new kind of identity federation infrastructure started to gain momentum. National eID cards are a simple and convenient way to provide strong authrntication in several scenarios. This includes strong authentication througn physcical security tokens. And,, by nature, they have a brodaer scope than domain specific federations.
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National eID 
interoperability 
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• eID interoperability is a major 
pre-condition for the delivery 
of cross borders e-services 
 

• The EU has been promoting 
eID interoperability in several 
LSP projects addressing 
authentication and cross 
border services 

 
 
 
 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
In the last few years, eID interoperability was considered to be a major pre-condition for the offer of cross border services. Therefore, The EU has been promoting eID interoperability in several LSP projects addressing authentication and cross border services
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EU LSPs for promoting cross border  services 
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Cross-Border 
procedures 

e-health e-justice e-procurement 

eID Authentication, 
mandates & 
representation  

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Several LSPs were launched during the last few years addressing cross border services and authentication.More recently the e-Sens project was launched as the LSP of all LSP, “trying to make sens out of it”.
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Generic view of coupling of eID and LSPs 
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Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Of course, business interactions are strongly coupled with eID. One of the goals of eSens is to integrating the outcome of the several projects.
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Academic and research area in last 
LSP... is missing  

Identity, Security and Trust  

e-Delivery and e-Interaction 

Semantics, Processes and Documents 

Academic & 
Research/ 
CERIF 
should be 
here... 
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Stork 2.0 authentication model 

Fernando M Silva 20 

 
 eID integration and 

interoperability 
 Implementation of a proxy 

service (PEPS) in each 
member state 

 Optional support of a V-
IdP for distributed 
solutions 

Stork project 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Stork 2.0 authentication model builds upon the so called PEPS (Pan European Proxy Services) that, in each country abstract the underlying complexities and heterogeneity of eID interoperability
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Authentication model at Técnico Lisboa 
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Single IdP  infrastructure for all  
ICT services: 
• Academic information services 
• Mail 
• VoIP 
• ERP systems 
• Procurement services 
• WiFi (eduroam) access 
• CPU resources 
• Storage resources 
• Web services 
• Desktop access 
• … 
 
 
 
  
  

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
This model was integrated on the Authentication infrastructure at Tecnico Lisboa.The eID system at Técncio Lisboa encompasses all usual services you may expect at the univesity. 
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eID building blocks 
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Local authentication infrastructure 
 LDAP (OpenLDAP)  
 Authentication backend: Kerberos 
 RADIUS (FreeRadius) 
 
Single Sign-On (SSO) support 
 Central Authentication Service (Yale University) 
 
ID federation support 
 Shibollet, OpenSAML -  National Academic federation RCTSaai, FCCN 
 RADIUS – Eduroam access (FCCN / TERENA) 
 
National eID suport (cartão de cidadão) 
  
Support of eID interoperability platform 
 STORK, Stork 2.0 eSENS  

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Building blocks
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SSO login 
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SSO: CAS model 
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LDAP Kerberos 

Authentication server 

Web Browser 

Service 

1 

2 

3 

4 
Ticket 

5 
Ticket 

6 
Ticket 
validation 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
The CAS SSO model turns to be a quite simple approach to ID providing. Moreover, whiele here is represented at the local level, it is easy to integrate in its back end federated authentication and national eID interoperability.
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Client implementation: authentication request 
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Case 1: PHP code 
 
<?php 
    include_once('CAS/CAS.php');  
    phpCAS::client(CAS_VERSION_2_0,'id.ist.utl.pt',443,'/cas'); 
    phpCAS::forceAuthentication();  // Force authentication: browser redirected to IdP IF not authenticated 
// If the code reaches this step, the user has already been authenticated bythe CAS server 
    $user = phpCas::getUser();  
 
//      [Specific server processing] 
 
        phpCAS::logout(); // Logout 
?> 

Case 2: mod_auth_cas installed  on apache server 
 
Fill the .htaccess in selected directories 
      AuthType CAS 
      AuthName "IST Network Services" 
      require user  
 

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
OK, I know I should not include code here, moreover being almost the last speaker of today, and since I am one of the last bariiers to a well deserved rest. Anyway, I will not go through the code, what I want to stress is ho simple to include multi model authentication at the client level.
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Conclusions 

• Authenticated access to scientific resources by 
external users can be easily provided by eID 
federations 
– Complexity is often hidden to the client process; 
– National eID systems offer a general purpose powerful 

authentication  infrastructure 
– European eID  authentication is already made possible by 

existing tools and infrastructures.  
• Extension of cross border services in European 

LSPs must be extended to research & academic 
domains. 
– Active promotion required… 

Fernando M Silva 26 
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Thank you for your attention 
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